INVIKTUS
by Fichet-Bauche

THE ONLY NAME FOR TRIPLE-CERTIFIED
STRENGTH AND RESISTANCE

Superior strength and
resistance has a new name:

INVIKTUS by Fichet-Bauche
Available in four protection grades and six sizes per
grade, this premium range of safes delivers the very
best in triple-certified protection against burglary,
fire and explosives.

Certified protection: a must-have
for demanding industries
High-risk companies in the banking and retail industries are
increasingly looking for superior protection to ensure their
valuables and important documents.
Safes that have been certified in accordance with
European standards are today’s best line of defence
against burglary attempts or disaster. But to meet
the stringent criteria required by the highest

certification standards, many safes simply focus on
burglary and fire resistance, and adopt a “one-sizefits-all” approach that limits available options and
compromises on user-friendly features.

Common challenges in today’s security market include:
Limited certification: Many safes on the market
today offer certified protection against burglary
and fire. But very few offer “triple-certified”
protection, which also includes explosives. As a
result, many high-risk companies miss out on
comprehensive protection, severely compromising
the security of their valuables.
Lack of options: According to insurance companies,
a safe’s contents are only insured for the correct
value if the safe carries the appropriate protection
grade relevant to its size. In fact, the insurable

value increases with each step up in grade. To meet
companies’ every security need, a range of sizes
and protection grades—each with the same high
certification standards—is necessary.
Design challenges: Today’s safes are often tall and
deep, and come with too few or poorly positioned
handles. The user must then bend and reach to
access contents, increasing the probability of physical
discomfort and strains.

The ultimate in strength
and resistance
Triple-certified protection against burglary, fire
and explosives is considered by many industry
experts as the “gold standard” in security. To meet
the European Certification Board of Security
(ECB•S)’s EN 1143-1 and French Centre National
de Prévention et de Protection (CNPP)’s A2p
burglary protection standards, a range of attack
tools typically used in burglary attempts—from
basic equipment (i.e. hammers and simple drills) to
sophisticated thermal and electrical equipment (i.e.
oxyacetylene torches and disc cutters)—is used to
test resistance.
To achieve the SP Technical Research Institute of
Sweden’s certificate for fire resistance (up to one
hour), safes are placed in a furnace at temperatures
of 1,000°C to ensure documents do not sustain
any damage. And to resist explosives to the ECB•S
EN 1143-1 standard, safes are subject to aggressive
hazard tests that involve dynamite and explosives.

“Triple-certified” protection means resistance to
burglary, fire and explosives.
The InviKtus range meets all of these rigorous
tests, thereby offering one of the highest levels of
protection for important documents and valuables
on the market today. Highly adaptable to every
security need, this premium range of safes is
available in four protection grades and six sizes per
grade, all of which meet the same high certification
standards. What’s more, the new design facilitates
easy access through a shallower model that
includes two additional handles, while the elegant
dark blue colour with silver handles adds a stylish
touch.

Triple-certified protection

The ECB•S and the CNPP are independent accreditation
bodies that issue certificates for products in the security
industry. The InviKtus range has been certified EN 1143-1
by ECB•S and awarded the A2p label by CNPP in burglary
and explosion resistance, and NT Fire 017 – 60 Paper
by SP in fire. A rarity in the security industry, this triple
certification ensures top-of-the-line protection. A wide
range of A2p/EN 1300-certified mechanical and electronic
lock combinations are available.

Four protection grades,
six sizes per grade

Ranges of safes that can offer the same level of triplecertified protection for as many sizes and grades are very
rare. Four protection grades (III to VI) and six sizes per
grade from 140- to 1120-litre capacity meet every security
need. As the protection grade increases, so does the
insurable value of items, ensuring valuables are insured for
their full value by insurance companies.

Practicality meets style

The InviKtus range’s triple-certified protection combined
with its comprehensive size and grade options does not
compromise on practicality or style. Featuring a stylish
dark blue colour with silver handles, the new design is
shallower and 10-25% lighter than the standard similar
safes on the market. Users benefit from two new handles
(one opening, one pull), enabling efficient and easy access
to valuables. All models include four lateral steel bolts, one
bottom bolt and a fully anchoring lateral bar.

Fichet-Bauche guarantee
included

The InviKtus range delivers on the Fichet-Bauche
guarantee: all safes are designed and manufactured
in accordance with the ISO 9001 standard for Quality
Management Systems, ISO 18001 for Occupational Health
and Safety Management Systems, and ISO 14000 for
Environmental Management Systems.They also feature
Fichet-Bauche’s patented composite material CM, which
guarantees strong resistance.

INVIKTUS: at a glance
Ideal for Banking and retail industries or all customers
looking to protect high-risk valuables

Locking
Moneo (Sensitive or Visual, level C/E) mechanical
combination locks that permit several million
different codes and a scramble-upon-opening
feature that resets dials to zero after each use.

A wide range of A2p/EN 1300-certified lock
combinations available.
MxB (level B/E and C/E) high-security mechanical
locks that virtually eliminate possibility of
replication and feature a blocking system to
prevent key removal before secure locking.

Optional GSL 1000 electronic locks (level B/E) that
share and exchange information to enable rapid
security procedure modifications.

Models
Please note: the figures below refer to exterior/
interior measurements (in mm).

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL

14

20

30

40

60

H 790/620
W 640/400
D 730/560

H 920/750
W 740/500
D 730/560

H 1270/1100
W 740/500
D 730/560

H 1470/1300
W 740/500
D 810/640

H 1850/1680
W 740/500
D 880/710

MODEL

120
H 1850/1680
W 740/500
D 1500/1330

Fittings: 2–5 shelves depending on model, 2–7 lockable compartments (200- or 400-mm tall) depending on model, Optional extendable
lockable drawer, Optional safe deposit locker columns, Optional shelf for hanging lateral files.

Certification
Burglary

Fire

EN 1143-1 A2p

NT Fire 017 – 60 Paper

Explosives
EN 1143-1 EX A2p

DISCOVER GREATER PEACE OF
MIND THAT ONLY TRIPLE-CERTIFIED
PROTECTION CAN OFFER.
TRIPLE-CERTIFIED
PROTECTION AGAINST

BURGLARY,
FIRE AND
EXPLOSIVES

TRIED-AND-TESTED
FICHET-BAUCHE

SECURITY

Visit fichet-bauche.com or
your local dealer

Fichet-Bauche’s policy is one of continuous improvement. Specifications may be subject to alteration from time to time without prior notice.
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